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I. Introduction
This report is an extension of Reference 1. It is about
tracks of specified length that are generated by objects that move
in a plane between two points on a sequence of legs of random
orientation and length. Figure 1 represents a map of the track of
an object that moved in this manner.
Figure 1. A line that represents a track of specified length
that was generated by an object that moved in a plane between
two points on a sequence of legs of random orientation and
length.
In a formal sense, the tracks are realizations of two
dimensional stochastic processes. The characteristics of these
processes are described in more detail in Section II of this report
and some mathematical relations associated with them are developed
in Appendix 1.
The program that is described in Section III will define a
process and simulate its realizations. The output of the program
includes a graphical representation of a track, a table listing the
course and length of each track leg and some of the track's
statistical characteristics. The program which is written in BASIC
is listed in Appendix 2. Figure 1 is an example of the graphical
output of the program.
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II. The Realizations of a Process
The realizations of a process are tracks that are lines in a
plane of specified length between two specified points. The lines
consist of a sequence of connected straight legs whose orientation
and length are determined by the process.
A sequence of right handed rectangular coordinate systems can
be used to define a track. The first is a reference system for
the first leg, the second is a reference system for the second leg
and so on to the final leg. For each coordinate system, the x-axis
is coincident with a line joining the initial point of the leg and
the end point of the track, the origin is at the midpoint of that
line and the x-axis is oriented so that the x-coordinate of the end
point of the track is positive.
A sequence of polar coordinate systems also can be used to
define a track. The first is a reference system for the first leg,
the second is a reference system for the second leg and so on to
the last leg. For each coordinate system, the polar axis of the
system is parallel to the positive y-axis of the leg's rectangular
coordinate system, the origin is at the initial point of the leg
and angular coordinates are positive when measured in the clockwise
direction. With this convention, relative to the positive y-axis
of the leg's rectangular coordinate system, the angular coordinate
of the end point of the leg is its bearing from the initial point
of the leg as well as the course of an object while moving on the
leg.
In addition to the two coordinate systems, each leg is
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associated with an ellipse that is a boundary curve for the leg's
end point. This bounding ellipse has one focus at the initial
point of the leg and the other focus at the end point of the track.
And the distance of any point on the ellipse from the focus at the
initial point of the leg plus the distance of the point from the
focus at the end point of the track is equal to the remaining
length of the track. Figure 2 illustrates the coordinate systems
associated with the last two legs of a track. In this case, the
second leg ends and the third leg begins on the second leg's
bounding ellipse.
Figure 2. The coordinate systems and the bounding ellipse for
the second leg of a three leg track. The ellipse major axis
lies on the x-axis.
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Two classes of processes are considered here. Those in the
first class are referred to as static processes and those in the
second class are referred to as dynamic processes. For either
class, the coordinates of a leg's end point in its polar coordinate
system are random variables associated with a process. In the
following, for the kth leg, they are represented by ek and Rk.
For a dynamic process, for every leg except the last, ek is
a random variable determined by a distribution with density
function:
= bkf'k(S 2n = ak _ cksin(ek )
where -v/2 : O k < 3r/2, 2ak is the remaining track length (the
bounding ellipse major axis), 2ck is the distance between the
leg's initial point and the track's end point (the bounding ellipse
foci), and 2bk = 2(a2 - c2) I/2 (the bounding ellipse minor axis).
For each leg except the last, given ek =k, its radial
coordinate Rk is equal to either rk = b2/(ak - ck sin 0k), the
radial coordinate of a point on the leg's bounding ellipse, or to
the value of a random variable Rk which is determined by a
conditional gamma distribution with density function:
- r;
fR;lI,(r klk) r(n) [ 1(.k) / n ]  (ro) -e T
where 0< r: , n is a positive integer so r(n) = (n - 1)! , the
parameter 6(0k) = (ak - Ck) 6 /(ak - ck sin (k) is the expected value
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of R* given an angular coordinate 0k, and 6 is its expected
value given the angular coordinate r/2. If R* < rk, then the
radial coordinate Rk = and 2ak+1 = 2 ak -r is the remaining
track length. Otherwise, Rk = rk and the next leg is the last leg
with length 2 ak 1 = 2 ak - r k.
A static process differs from a dynamic process only in that
a, b and c replace ak, bk and ck in the definition of the
density function for both ek and R .
The basis for the choice of the distribution of the random
variable 8k that determines the relative course of an object on
a leg and the conditional distribution of the random variable Rk
that determines the length of the leg is discussed next. The
discussion is in terms of a dynamic process, however, the extension
to a static process is immediate.
For a dynamic process, for every leg except the last, as a
function of , the density function for Ok and the expected
value of R: are both a maximum at r/2 and a minimum at -v/2
and 37r/2. In addition, the distribution of ek is symmetric
about r/2. This results in a leg's course being focused toward
the track's end point and the expected value of its length being
proportional to the focusing since (ak - ck)/(ak - Ck sin (k) is
the ratio of the value of rk for a point on the kth bounding
ellipse with angular coordinate 0 k to the value of rk for the
point with angular coordinate Y/2. Note, rk = b2/(ak - ck sin 6k).
For a static process, the first leg determines this focusing
effect for each of the remaining legs except the last.
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If the initial point and end point of a static process are
coincident and the distribution index n = 1 so that R* has an
exponential distribution, as the size of the first bounding ellipse
(circle) is increased, the process approaches a random tour process
of the kind defined by Washburn in Reference 2. If the initial
point and end point of a static process are not coincident, as the
size of the first bounding ellipse is increased, the process
approaches a generalization of these random tour processe-.
The choice of a gamma distribution to determine values for Rk
was made in order allow one to reduce the number of legs with
lengths significantly less than the average leg length on a track
when this is appropriate.
III. A Track Simulation Program
A program that simulates realizations of the random track
processes is listed in Appendix 2. The program is written in
Microsoft Quick BASIC 4.5 and is for a PC with a VGA or MCGA
capable monitor. This requirement is determined on Line 340 by the
statement SCREEN 11. To change the requirement, ch-nge this
statement. For example, SCREEN 2 supports CGA.
The program can be used to print track data files or generate
tracks representing either realizations of a dynamic process or a
static process. After the choice of a process is made, five inputs
are required in order to use the program: (1) the distance between
the track initial point and end point; (2) the track length; (3)
delta, the maximum expected leg length; (4) the leg distribution
index and (5) the maximum number of legs allowed in a track.
The pseudorandom numbers that are used to produce the tracks
can be generated by either the BASIC random number generator or by
an auxiliary random number generator. If the BASIC random number
generator is chosen, a random number seed can be specified. After
the required inputs to the program have been made, a track is
produced that is displayed on a graphics capable monitor. Figure
1 and Figure 3 illustrate this output. The program user is then
given the option of generating a replacement track. When this
option is declined, the following options are provided for the last
displayed track: (1) display the track data, (2) create a track
data file or (3) print the track data as is illustrated by Table I.
8
Figure 3. The track represents a realization of a static
process. The track data is listed in Table I.
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Table I Track data for the track shown in Figure 2. In the
table, the first terminal leg is leg 13 and the second terminal
leg is leg 14.
stationary Leg bearing and range distributions
distance between the end points = 10
track length a 30
delta = 3
Leg length distribution index 1
maxim. .umer of Legs allowed = 30
number of legs - 14
standard random number generator
random number seed = 123
1 phi leg length theta X Y
0 0 0 0 -5 0
1 173 2.20348 173 -4.721061 -2.185753
2 17 1.749907 29 -4.21651 -.5101627
3 325 .6224251 328 -4.573226 -9.739542E-05
4 98 4.206195 98 -.411372 -.6092337
5 149 1.870394 156 .545191 -2.216518
6 82 6.720272E-02 109 .6117898 -2.207529
7 125 .9515256 152 1.389839 -2.755288
8 30 1.353381 67 2.064352 -1.581971
9 214 2.136891 243 .8589396 -3.346421
10 300 1.085471 339 -7.937231E-02 -2.800693
11 140 .5927657 169 .300589 -3.255666
12 83 4.141717 117 4.407269 -2.718077
13 332 5.341702 50 1.920847 2.009659
14 123 3.676944 90 5 0
track Leg statistics for the nonterminaL Legs 1 through 12
maximum nonterminat leg Length = 4.206195
average nonterminaL leg length = 1.748446
track leg statistics for the terminal legs 13 and 14
Leg 13 Length = 5.341702
Leg 14 Length = 3.676944
In Table I, the leg course phi (0) which is for a track whose
initial point and end point lie on an east west line and the track
leg angle theta (0) are rounded to integer degrees. Other than the
requirement of consistency, the units for length are arbitrary.
The coordinates X and Y in the track data printout refer to the
first rectangular coordinate system. In this system, the origin is
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at the midpoint of the line joining the initial point and the end
point of the track, the direction of the positive x-axis is east
and the direction of the positive y-axis is north.
Figure 4 is a composite of 1000 tracks that were generated by
an extension of the program listed in Appendix 2. Except for the
track length which is 20 units, the conditions for the generation
of the tracks are identical to the conditions for the generation of
the track that is shown in Figure 3. Table II which follows Figure
4 lists some data associated with the tracks.
Figure 4. Tracks generated by an extension of the program that
is listed in Appendix 2. The bounding ellipse for their first
legs forms an envelope around the tracks. Track data is listed
in Table II.
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Table II Some data associated with the tracks shown in Figure 4.
In the table, the next to last leg is the first terminal leg and
the last leg is the second terminal leg.
stationary leg bearing and range distributions
distance between the end points 10
track Length z 20
delta a 3
leg Length distribution index = I
mximum number of Legs allowed = 30
program random number generator
random number seed 2 123
number of tracks = 1000
nmber of completed tracks = 1000
numer of tracks with more than two Legs a 6
average nonterminaL Leg track Length = 12.26772
average nonterminal Leg Length = 1.66974
average maximum nonterminaL Leg Length = 4.838235
average first terminal leg Length = 2.50097
average second terminal leg Length : 5.304918
maximum track maximum nonterminat leg Length = 13.00095
maximum first terminal leg length : 14.96789
maximu second terminal Leg Length = 14.56736
probability first terminal leg be greater than maxim nonterminat Leg : .206
probability second terminal Leg greater than maximum nonterminaL leg = .489
probability second terminal Leg greater than first terminal leg = .713
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Appendix 1. Some Mathematical Relationships
In the simulation program, values of the random variables 8k
and are generated by an inverse transform method. In
particular, for ek , it is set equal to its inverse cumulative
distribution function with the argument a random variable P with
a uniform distribution on the interval 0 to 1. This generates
a one to one correspondence between the values of ek and the
values of P through the inverse cumulative distribution function.
For a dynamic process, for each leg except the last, the cumulative
distribution function for ek is defined by:
F()k = k 1 ___ _bk 4
k J-/2 2n a k - ck sinO
And, for -r/2 : Ok < 7/2:
F9,(Ok) = tan- [ a tan (Ok/2)-c]J- . [ -(ak+c) ]k
And, for r/2 : Ok < 3v/2:
F9,(Ok) = 1 - Fe,( -k)
For the distribution index n = 1, R; has an exponential
distribution and values for R are simulated using its cumulative
distribution function with the inverse transform method in the same
way that they are for ek . For n = 1 and a dynamic process, for
each leg except the last, the cumulative distribution function for
R* given 0k = ek is defined by:
13
2
FR;1,(r;IEk) I ; 1 e- (- drf0 8 (ek)
1i - e
With n > 1, R* is equal to the sum of n independent
exponentially distributed random variables each with mean 6 (k)/n.
Consequently, for n > 1 a value for Rk can be generated by
first generating a value for each of the n exponentially
distributed random variables and then summing the resulting values.
By symmetry, given the termination criterion has not been
satisfied, the expected value of the random variable 9k is 7r/2.
The determination of the expected value of the random variable Rk
for this case is not so easy. Without the length constraint that
is introduced by the bounding ellipse, Rk = Rk and, for the
distribution index n = 1, its expected value is given by:
E(R*) = 2 f12 E(R;I k=Ok) fek( 0 k) dk
2X/2 6 bk (ak- Ck) dOk
= _12 7- (ak- Ck sine) 2
=2 a aktan-' bk tan-, (akb}
7c a + k ak bk bk)
8 ak
ak+ Ck
Consequently, for n > 1 , since R* is equal to the sum of n
independent exponential random variables each with mean 6(ek)/n
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the mean of R generated by the simulation is given by:
ak ka k + C kk
And its standard deviation is given by:
cak
For a static process, a replaces ak, b replaces bk and
c replaces ck in the above expressions.
If the track termination criterion is satisfied on the kth
leg, then the track will terminate on the k+lst leg. For a
dynamic process with the distribution index n = 1, the probability
on the kth leg that a track will terminate on the k+lst leg is:
/12k= /2 P[R;>rk(Ok) ] f4k(Ok) dekPk 1 =  :_/2
i:/2 - "' k)
= 212 e k) fS ((O)dek
= e- -
For k = 1, this also applies for a static process.
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Appendix 2. The Simulation Program Listing
The program code that is listed below generates random tracks
using the BASIC random number generator. An auxiliary random
number generator can be added through Lines 200, 210 and 220.
These lines provide for the generator setup code in a subroutine
starting at Line 1710 and for the generator code in a subroutine
starting at Line 1820. The choice of this line number was governed
by code for a Generalized Feedback Shift Register (GFSR)
pseudorandom number generator that was investigated during the
simulation program's development. The code was adapted for use in
a 32 bit machine from code that is listed in Reference 3. If an
auxiliary generator will not be added, Lines 200, 210 and 220 can
be removed.
The program requires a computer monitor with screen mode 12
capability. To change this requirement, the statement SCREEN 12 on
Line 340 must be changed. For example, for a monitor with CGA
capability, it could be replaced by SCREEN 2.
10 REM RTRACK.BAS, a random track generating program
20 CLS: DEFINT M-N
30 PI = 4 * ATN(I): R$ = "standard": FLAGO = 0: FLAGI = 0
40 A$ ="": PRINT : INPUT "generate track data or print a track data file (g/p)"; A$
50 IF A$ - "P" OR A$ = "p" THEN 1400
60 IF AS - "G" OR AS , "g" THEN 70 ELSE 40
70 AS -, ": : PRINT: INPUT "stationary or dynamic leg bearing and range distributions (s/d)"; AS
80 IF AS - "S" OR A$ - "s" THEN DS - "stationary": GOTO 110
90 IF AS - "D" OR AS "d" THEN FLAGI = 1 ELSE 70
100 D$ - "dynamic"
110 PRINT: INPUT "distance between the end points; RANGE
120 PRINT: INPUT "track length"; LEGSUM: IF LEGSUM <= RANGE THEN 120
130 IF RANGE > LEGSUM / 3 THEN D -2 * RANGE / 3 ELSE D - LEGSUM / 3
140 PRINT: INPUT "delta"; DEL
150 IF DEL <- 0 THEN 140
160 AS - "' : PRINT: INPUT "leg length distribution index"; N
170 IF N < I THEN 160
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180 PRINT: INPUT "maximum number of legs allowed"; MNL
190 IF MNL < 2 THEN 180
200 AS - " ": PRINT: INPUT "standard or auxiliary random number generator (s/a); A$
210 IF AS = "A" OR AS -"a" THEN GOSUB 1730: GOTO 280
220 IF AS = "S" OR A$ - "s" THEN GOTO 230 ELSE 200
230 AS - "": PRINT: INPUT "supply a random number seed (y/n)"; AS
240 IF AS = "N" OR AS = "n" THEN 280
250 IF AS = "Y" OR AS= "y" THEN FLAGO = I ELSE 230
260 PRINT: INPUT "random number seed"; RNS
270 IF RNS < -32768 OR RNS > 32767 THEN 260 ELSE RANDOMIZE RNS
280 DIM F(MNL), LEG(MNL), T(MNL), X(MNL), Y(MNL)
290 X(0) - -RANGE / 2: Y(0) = 0: F(0) = 0: LEG(0) - 0: T(0) = 0
300 ALEG - 0: LEGMAX = 0
310 FLAG2 - 0
320 AO = LEGSUM / 2: CO = RANGE / 2
330 A - AO: C = CO: S = 0
340 SCREEN 12: WINDOW (-D, -D)-(D, D)
350 CIRCLE (X(0), Y(0)), .01 * D: CIRCLE (-X(0), Y(0)), .01 * D
360 FOR I = I TO MNL
370 KO = SQR((AO + CO) / (AO - CO))
380 KI = SQR(I - CO * CO / AO / AO)
390 GOSUB 1710
400 ON ERROR GOTO 410: GOTO 420
410 RESUME 390
420 FLAG3 = 0
430 IF RAND <= .5 THEN 450
440 RAND = RAND - .5: FLAG3 = 1
450 T - 2 * ATN(KI * TAN(PI * RAND - ATN(KO)) + CO / AO)
460 ON ERROR GOTO 0
470 IF FLAG3 = I THEN T = PI - T
480 P = (AO - CO) / (AO - CO * SIN(T))
490 GOSUB 1630
500 ON ERROR GOTO 0
510 F = T + S
520 LEGA = (A * A - C * C) /(A - C * SIN(T))
530 IF LEG > LEGA THEN LEG = LEGA ELSE 550
540 FLAG2 = 1
550 GOSUB 1550
560 LINE (X(I), Y(I))-(X(I - 1), Y(I - 1))
570 A - Al: C =Cl: S = AN - PI / 2: LEG(I) =LEG
580 IF FLAGI = I THEN AO = Al: CO = CI
590 H - T: GOSUB 1520
600 T(1) - H
610 H - F: GOSUB 1520
620 F(I) - H
630 IF FLAG2 - I THEN 680
640 ALEG - ALEG + LEG
650 IF LEGMAX < LEG THEN LEGMAX = LEG
660 NEXT I
670 PRINT: PRINT "maximum number of legs exceeded and track terminated"
680 LINE (RANGE / 2, 0)-(X(I), Y(I))
690 NL - I + I: LEG(NL) - 2 * C: T(NL) -90: H = PI / 2 + S
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700 GOSUB 1520: F(NL) = H: X(NL) = RANGE / 2
710 IF I < 2 THEN ALEG - 0: GOTO 730
720 ALEG = ALEG / (NL - 2)
730 AS - "": PRINT: INPUT "generate an additional track (y/n)"; A$
740 IF A$ - "N" OR AS = "n" THEN 770
750 IF AS - "Y" OR AS - "y" THEN 760 ELSE 730
760 SCREEN 0: ERASE F, LEG, T, X, Y: GOTO 280
770 AS - " ": PRINT: INPUT "quit the program (y/n)"; A$
780 IF AS - "N" OR AS - "n" THEN 800
790 IF AS - "Y" OR AS - "y" THEN 1510 ELSE 770
800 AS - " ": PRINT: INPUT "print the track data (y/n)"; AS
810 IF AS - "N" OR AS - "n" THEN 1050
820 IF AS = "Y" OR AS - "y" THEN 830 ELSE 800
830 LPRINT D$ + " leg bearing and range distributions"
840 LPRINT "distance between the end points -"; RANGE
850 LPRINT "track length ="; LEGSUM
860 LPRINT "delta ="; DEL
870 LPRINT "leg length distribution index =; N
880 LPRINT "maximum number of legs allowed ="; MNL
890 LPRINT "number of legs ="; NL
900 LPRINT R$ + " random number generator"
910 IF FLAGO - 0 THEN 930
920 LPRINT "random number seed ="; RNS
930 LPRINT : LPRINT : LPRINT " i"; TAB(9); "phi"; TAB(18); "leg length"; TAB(32); "theta";
TAB(42); "X"; TAB(58); "Y"
940 LPRINT
950 FOR I = 0 TO NL
960 LPRINT I; TAB(8); F(I); TAB(17); LEG(I); TAB(31); T(I); TAB(41); X(I); TAB(57); Y(I)
970 NEXT I
980 LPRINT: LPRINT: L$ = STR$(NL - 2): M$ = STR$(NL - 1): N$ = STR$(NL)
990 LPRINT "track leg statistics for the nonterminal legs I through" + L$
1000 LPRINT: LPRINT "maximum nonterminal leg length ="; LEGMAX
1010 LPRINT "average nonterminal leg length ="; ALEG
1020 LPR1NT : LPRINT "track leg statistics for the terminal legs" + MS +" and" + N$
1030 LPRINT: LPRINT "leg" + MS + " length ="; LEG(NL - 1)
1040 LPRINT "leg" + N$ + " length ="; LEG(NL)
1050 AS = " ": PRINT: INPUT "print the track data to a file (y/n)"; AS
1060 IF AS = "N" OR AS = "n" THEN 1360
1070 IF AS - "Y" OR AS = "y" THEN 1080 ELSE 1050
1080 PRINT: INPUT "input the data file name"; F$
1090 ON ERROR GOTO 1100: GOTO I 110
1100 RESUME 1080
1110 OPEN "0", #1, F$
1120 PRINT #1, D$ + " leg bearing and range distributions"
1130 PRINT #1, "distance between the end points - "; RANGE
1140 PRINT #1, "track length "; LEGSUM
1150 PRINT *1, "delta - "; DEL
1160 PRINT #1, "leg length distribution index -"; N
S170 PRINT # 1, "maximum number of legs allowed ="; MNL
1180 PRINT #1, "number of legs ="; NL
1190 PRINT #1, R$ + " random number generator"
1200 IF FLAGO - 0 THEN 1220
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1210 PRINT #1, "random number seed ="; RNS
1220 PRINT #1,: PRINT #1,: PRINT #1," i"; TAB(9); "phi"; TAB(18); "leg length"; TAB(32); "theta";
TAB(42); "X; TAB(58); "Y"
1230 PRINT #1,
1240 FOR I = 0 TO NL
1250 PRINT #1, 1; TAB(8); F(I); TAB(17); LEG(I); TAB(31); T(I); TAB(41); X(I); TAB(57); Y(I)
1260 NEXT I
1270 PRINT *1, : PRINT #1, : LS - STRS(NL - 2): MS - STR$(NL - 1): NS = STRS(NL)
1280 PRINT #1, "track leg statistics for the nonterminal legs 1 through" + L$
1290 PRINT *1, : PRINT #1, "maximum nonterminal leg length -"; LEGMAX
1300 PRINT #1, "average nonterminal leg length -*; ALEG
1310 PRINT #1,: PRINT #1, "track leg statistics for the terminal legs" + MS + "and" + N$
1320 PRINT #1,: PRINT #1, "leg" + MS + " length -"; LEG(NL - 1)
1330 PRINT #1, "leg" + N$ + " length ="; LEG(NL)
1340 CLOSE #1
1350 ON ERROR GOTO 0
1360 A$ = " ": PRINT: INPUT "continue the program (y/n)"; A$
1370 IF AS = "N" OR AS = "n" THEN 1510
1380 IF AS = "Y" OR AS = "y" THEN 1390 ELSE 1360
1390 RUN 10
1400 PRINT: INPUT "input the data file name"; FS
1410 ON ERROR GOTO 1420: GOTO 1430
1420 RESUME 1400
1430 OPEN "I", #1, F$
1440 DO UNTIL EOF(1)








1530 HI = INT(H): IF H - HI >= .5 AND HI < 360 THEN H = HI + I ELSE H = HI
1540 RETURN
1550 X(I) = X(I - 1) + LEG * SIN(F)
1560 Y(I) = Y(I - 1) + LEG * COS(F)
1570 X - RANGE / 2 - X(I): Y = -Y(I)
1580R=SQR(X* X+ Y* Y):Cl = R /2: Al = A - LEG / 2: IF R = 0 THEN AN = 0: GOTO 1620
1590 IF ABS(X / R) = 1 THEN AM = PI / 2 * SGN(X) ELSE AM = ATN(X / R / SQR(I - X * X
/ R / R))
1600 IF ABS(Y / R) - I THEN AN = PI / 2 * (1 - SGN(Y)) ELSE AN = PI / 2 - ATN(Y / R / SQR(I
- Y ' Y / R / R))
1610 IF AM <0 THEN AN = 2 * PI - AN
1620 RETURN
1630 LEG - 0
1640FOR L- I TON
1650 GOSUB 1710
1660 ON ERROR GOTO 1670: GOTO 1680
1670 RESUME 1650




1710 IF RS = "standard" THEN RAND = RND ELSE GOSUB 1820: REM auxiliary generator
subroutine branch
1720 RETURN
1730 R$ - "auxiliary*: REM the first line of an auxiliary generator setup subroutine
20
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